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POPULATION OF SINGAPORE IN 1819.
By ' V. BARTLEY, M.B.E., M.e.s .
It is generally accepted that at the time of the foundation of
Singapore the island was completely undeveloped and that the
inhabitants consisted solely of a few Malays living in huts on the
hanks of the Singapore River.
Both RAFFLES and the Munshi ABDULLAH mention Malays
alone and although Captain Newbold writing in 1839 states that
the population consisted of about 150 fishermen and pirates of
whom about 30 were Chinese no authority for the statement was
given and its correctness has been questioned.
In fact however not only were there Chinese inhabitants prior
to the purchase of the Settlement but there was also a certain amount
of agricultural development. The following excerpts from the early
records of Singapore prove this beyond question.
A. Letter from W. Farquhar, Resident, to Lt. L. W. Hull, Secretary
to the Lieutenant Governor (RAFFLES) , dated 23.xU.22
(Vol. L 11 S.S. Records) .
"The first hill lying to the
orthward of the Government
Hill is that of Selligie which in clearing the country at the
commencement of the establishment was found to be occupied
on the western side by a Chinese planter who had formed
a gambier plantation there."
" The range to the westward of Government Hill towards
Panglima Prang compound remains unoccupied with the
exception of a portion of the North East side of the one near
the western extremity of the old Malay lines where a Chinese
gambier plantation had been commenced prior to our establishment at Singapore. "
B. Letter from W. Farquhar, Resident, to Lt. L. W. Hull , dated
28.xU.1822.
" To various Malays and Chinese he (The Tummongong) has
granted leave to clear grounds for plantations about 20 of
which may have been commenced previous to the formation
of the British Establishment."
C. In addition , the following acknowledgment of sale were made
before the Registrar of Lands:TAN NGUN HA acknowledges on the 10.5.1822 "the sale of
the gambier plantation formed by me on the western side
of Mt. Stamford planted before the English Settlement " to
Captain J. Pearl. TAN AH Loo on the same date makes
an identical acknowledgment with regard to a gambier
plantation on the South West side of Mt. Stamford.
" HENG TOOAN on the 13.5.1822 makes an identical acknowledgment with. regard to two gambier plantations on the South
East side of Mt. Stamford.
These acknowledgments will be found in Volume L 6 of the
Straits Settlements records.
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NOTES ON TWO UNCOMMON VARIETIES OF THE
MALAY KRIS.
By

G.

B.

GARDNER.

(Plate XIV).
During twenty years in Malaya I have heard many stories about
K eris Majapahit and K eris Pichit, but I have seen only eight Keris
Majapahit and three Pichit altogether.
Of the Majapahit four are in the Singapore Museum ; two of
them being of the traditional form and two in my opinion being
Chinese copies, of a much later date. The iron is different. There
is no pamur (damascene) on the blade or hilt. The blade is much
thicker and one is wavy. The figures are different. They stand
instead of sit, and wear no head-dress.
The other two are of the traditional form, black iron with
straight, narrow, thin blades. Blade and hilt are in one piece,
and the pamur shows in both. The hilt is a little figure, sitting
down with his hands on his knees, like a god to be worshipped,
not hugging himself as if he were cold as in the well-known Jawa
Demam type of hilt. The figure has a sort of hat on his head.
Viewed from the back it looks very like a cobra sitting up to
strike with head extended. All the others I have seen are of this
type ; of these, one belongs to a lady in Malacca, one is in the
Pitt Rivers Museum at Oxford , and I have two.* Neither the
British Museum, South Kensington, Wallace Collection, Tower,
Windsor, nor any other Museum I have visited in England have
a specimen, nor could they tell me anything about them. Professor
Balfour of the Pitt Rivers Museum had an idea that they were
currency bars and not weapons; but I think examination shows
clearly that they were weapons, though it is possible that at one
time they may have been used for barter, as brass cannon were
in Borneo fifty years ago.
Of the Keris Pichit I have only seen three specimens: one
belongs to a gentleman in Kedah, one is in my possession , and
one I have lent to the Singapore Museum. These three are all
very thin with pamur on the blades. Their special feature, from
which they take their name Pichit (squeezed) , is the round depressions on each side of the blade, which appear slightly raised on
the other side, exactly as if someone had taken a strip of clay
and squeezed it between the tips of his fingers. Or as if he had
taken a red-hot blade, and squeezed it out with tongs shaped like
the tips of his fingers. These Keris have apparently been made
in the usual way, but the finger-marks seem to have been made
during the process of manufacture, as the pamW' follows through
the finger-marks. These K eris have the usual tang to fit into
a wooden handle. In both my Khis this tang has been twisted
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during manufacture, in a way which I do not remember seeing in
any other K eris. The other K eris Pichit I have seen, but I have
not had the opportunity of removing the handle, so cannot say
if the tang is twisted or not.
T he only explanation I can suggest of the story of these
kiris is that they are made in the ordinary way by some Pawang
(" ·itch Doctor) the finger marks being hammered into the red-hot
iron ; then, at night, in the presence of witnesses, with much
ceremony, the handle is heated red hot, and the pawang, with
well oiled fingers , quickly pinches along the blade, and when it is
cold shows the finger-marks as proof of his powers. I have been
told of many Pawang who could make these K eris Pichit, but it
is always in the next district, and when I enquire there, the Pawang
is always unknown , or dead ! There may be Pawang that can do
wonderful things but don 't care to show off their powers, though
I have tried to find one for years , without success. I should be
glad to hear from anyone who has seen one of these creeses
made. The finger marks may be simply put on with a hammer,
but the weapons are so rare that I think there must be some basis
fo r the story.
Various people have different stories about these two varieties
of Keris . The virtues and vices that one man will attribute to
the MaJapahit, another will assign to the K eris pichit, and vice
versa . A third will say that all pichit are Majapahit and all
Majapahit are pichit, but from examining the few specimens I have
seen I think this last story seems definitely wrong.
The usual story is that the K crts Majapahit are very old.
They are not wavy but small, slender and thin ; the iron is black ;
the handle and blade are all in one and the handle is the figure
of a man or a woman . Most people say these figures are male
and female , the larger one male and the smaller female . All agree
that they are very poisonous, nearly all saying, the depth of the
white· of a finger nail is enough to kill with a Majapahit. They
are supposed to bring good luck to their owners, though some
say a Majapahit is only lucky if it comes to you not .by purchase
but by inheritance or chance. Most people agree that they have
a hantu (spirit), but how they get this spirit seems uncertain.
One story is that it is the ghost of some one killed by that particular keris, which became attached to it. Others say that the
spirit was attached to it during the process of manufacture, that
someone, usually a girl , was dedicated to it and her spirit enters
into it:--one story is that she was killed during the ceremony, or
died when it was completed, and that you can see her hair in
the pamur on the blade. Others say that she did not die at the
time, and could not explain why she should haunt the blade.
Another story is that it is the hantu of some former owner of the
K cris who follows it. Some of these hantu are said to be male,
but I have only heard stories of women being dedicated to a
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K eris. I am always afraid to suggest anything to my informants
for fear of starting new stories, but the impression I got is, that
at the back of people 's minds is an idea that these K eris, being
so old and having had magic ceremonies performed over -them
during the making to attach power to them, may in time attract
other spirits, either of people they have killed or of an owner
whose spirit may follow the keris after death. This is only an
a ttempt to reconcile the various stories told to me.
Most people agree that these weapons are only lucky if the
hantu likes the owner, and that you must trea t them with respect. .
Other stories are that they banish all fear and that you can go
anywhere in the jungle if you have one, as tiger , elephant and
seladang would all turn tail if you showed one to them . Some
say that they will jump about in the sheath to warn their owner
of danger. Two men have told me that in a fight you simply
draw the keris, and it will guide your hand and fight for you,
and one educated Malay told me seriously that I was a lucky
man to have such a thing, as if it liked me I could simply stand
still and it would jump out of my hand and fight for me. I
have also been told that some of them will draw fire , that is, if
a house is on fire and you point the Kb·is at it and then slowly
draw it to one side, the fire will follow the K eris and leave the
house. But these powers must only be used in a case of genuine
need. If a fire is lit merely to test the powers of the K eris, it
will not work ; or if it does, bad luck will ensue. The hantu
does not like to be played with.
I have tried hard to find out what these K eris really are.
The name suggests that they come fro m Majapahit, in Java, the
little state that became a conquering empire a nd destroyed Singapore
a bout 1360 so thoroughly that it was almost uninhabited until
Raffles occupied it at the beginning of the 19th century. Majapahit
was destroyed by a combination of Muslim States in the 14th
century. This would make these K eris more than 600 years old,
but Dr. van Stein-Callenfels, the Dutch a rchaeologist, assures me
that they belong to the earliest Iron Age in Java, about the 4th
century A.D. , though he admits that scarcely anythi ng is known
about them. Many Malays have told me that long ago there was
a great king named Majapahit, who made all these K eris, squeezing
out the red-hot iron with his fingers! Some say there are two
kinds, the best being K eris Pichit, which were made by King
Majapahit, while the second best were made by his daughter
N egarunting, and that only the latter have the figure on the handl~.
Most people agree that the K eris Majapahit have the figure on
the handle and have never heard of Negarunting, or else say it
is just another name for K eris Majapahit.
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of a king who found a bit of iron and made a K eris out of it
which points to iron being very rare and valuable at this time.
He tells of a king of Majapahit who could squeeze red-hot iron
and make it into K eris with his bare hands, and how in Majapahit,
smiths had great honour paid to them, being given grants of land,
slaves, etc.
Apparently these Keris date from a time when iron was rare ,
precious and mysterious and probably the smith used many charms
and may have spread the story that iron could only be worked
with the bare hands to discourage others from learning his craft
and spoiling his trade. The charms were probably used to put a
fighting spirit into the Keris, possibly the spirit of a god, who is
represented on the handle . Many K eris from Bali have a deity
on the handle. All the Majapahit I<lris I have seen, when viewed
from the back, suggest a cobra, and it seems reasonable that a
pcisoned weapon should be dedicated to the snake god and the word
Naga in Negarunting, would tend to confirm this theory. H owever
coincidence killed the Professor, and one would welcome confirmation
of this name for this type of K b ·is.
Some say the K eris pickit were made by the Orang Wa!i
(saints or hermits). Others say they were made in the old days,
either at Majapahit or elsewhere. I have alluded to the story
that they were the original form at IVlajapahit, made by a King
of that name with his own bare hands. Others say they can be
made by any efficient pawang. Some people say they have all the
powers, and more that I have detailed as belonging to the K eris
Majapahit. Others say they are simply a curiosity, but most people
think they are lucky.
I shall be grateful if any of my readers can give me information,
as to dates, where, when, and how these K eris were made, and
where I could see some more specimens, and of any stories concerning them. I have been told by Malays that there are Keris
that kill by pointing, and it is firmly believed that there is a K eris
in the Taiping Museum, that will get out at night, kill someone,
clean itself, and get back into its case in the Museum before
morning ! ! ! But this story came to me through many mouths,
and I cannot find out whether this Keris, (if it ever existed) is
one of these varieties or not. I do know two more or less selfacting weapons. One is the celebrated spear of Parit B akar in
Muar, Johore, called Sembilan Puloh Sembilan (Ninety Nine)
because it killed ninety-nine people the last time it got loose. It
always has its sheath tied on, and is kept tied up to the central
Tiang (pillar) of the house , to prevent it getting loose again. It
is said to have a hantu, and to rattle about when any member' of
the family is going to die. (When I was introduced to it and
told the legend, I incautiously asked if it rattled about or did
anything when danger was imminent, and was told no . Since
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then I have been cursed by people, as they say that now the story
is that it does rattle about when danger is coming, and accuse
me of having started this tale !)
I know another spear, near Tangkak , in Muar. The head is
said to be made of Tulang Mawas (a mythical ape that had iron
bones). It is said that this spear if thrown at random wil! always
hit the mark . It failed when I tried it, but I was told that it
should not be used in play. I was told several blood-curdling
stories of how it had been thrown at random by night, and had
always killed someone ; also of its being used quite lately to drive
off a Pontianak (ghoul) that attacked its owner, and could not
be harmed by ordinary weapons. But I do not know any K eris
that have first-hand stories about them.
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